The value of bibliometric measures

The Midas touch
Winning a Nobel Prize is a significant achievement, recognized worldwide and beyond academia as the ultimate scientific accolade. But it is not just the Laureates who benefit; universities earn serious respect for having prizewinners on staff.

Does a Nobel Prize lead to more citations?
At first sight, winning a Nobel Prize seems like exactly the sort of thing that will raise your profile, leading to increased citations and smoother funding applications. On the other hand, it could also bring high expectations for future success. Research Trends investigates the effects a Nobel Prize could have on your career.

Where do Nobel Laureates come from?
The Nobel Prizes are awarded amid much secrecy in Sweden and Norway. Research Trends compares the global distribution of Laureates with country rankings based on citations to see how the Nobel Committees are measuring up.

Popularity or prestige: are you making the right impact?
You might not have won a Nobel Prize this time round, but how about having a Nobel Laureate cite your work? We speak to Ying Ding, Assistant Professor in the School of Library and Information Science at Indiana University, about quality over quantity in citation analysis.

The secret life of the Nobels
Winning a Nobel Prize is one of the highest achievements in many fields of science, but how are Laureates actually chosen? Research Trends investigates and finds that everything is shrouded in secrecy.